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Executive Summary 
Abstract  

Armies in contemporary warfare have been confronted with complexity. Modern day conflicts have 

evolved, causing proven doctrines and traditional military decision making processes fall short in 

providing the much needed answers. Military design is a doctrinal methodology capable of providing 

cognitive tools that can be used for addressing complexity, in order to execute activities within the full 

spectrum of operations. Such doctrinal innovation is very relevant for the Netherlands Army, which is 

like many other Armies in search for ways of dealing with complexity. Israel, the U.S. and Australia 

have already successfully emulated and operationalised design into their Armies. In this research, 

these armies have been used as cases in order to provide answers for addressing the main question, 

which was: “Why is design emulated by other armies?” With the use of leading innovation theories an 

Innovation Framework had been constructed and applied to these three cases. The Innovation 

Framework consisted of three factors. The first was politics & strategy; which identified threat in the 

international environment. The second factor was military culture which had influence on the amount 

of acceptance on military change. Organizational bureaucracy was the third factor and depended on 

military culture, it could provide resistance to change. These three factors haven proven to be 

interdependent and capable in providing answers to the asked main question. The Armies which had 

successfully emulated design into their organization, had done so because of four reasons. First, they 

had encountered new challenges originating from changes in their strategic environments. Second, a 

lack of knowledge on operational art had been identified. Third, cross-national military culture had 

facilitated the emulation of design. Final and fourth, ‘agents of change’ had shaped military culture 

leading their Army towards innovation. Further research was recommended on the subject named 

“operational warfare”, because design only offers part of the solution.    

Samenvatting 

Landeenheden worden vandaag de dag alom geconfronteerd met complexiteit. Moderne conflicten 

zijn geëvolueerd en hebben er toe bijgedragen dat in de huidige omgeving beproefde doctrines en 

militaire besluitvormingsprocessen niet meer de gewenste resultaten opleveren. Militair design is een 

doctrinaire methodologie die in cognitieve hulpmiddelen voorziet die gebruikt kunnen worden in het 

adresseren van complexiteit. Waardoor het mogelijk is om het volledige spectrum van operaties in de 

complexe omgeving uit te voeren. Een dergelijke doctrinaire ontwikkeling is voor de Nederlandse 

Landmacht relevant, die net als andere landmachten op zoek is naar methoden om met complexiteit 

om te kunnen gaan. Israël, de V.S. en Australië hebben elk in hun landmacht design al op succesvolle 

wijze geëmuleerd en geoperationaliseerd. Deze drie landmachten zijn in dit onderzoek als casus 
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gebruikt om antwoorden te genereren op de onderzoeksvraag. Deze luidde: “Waarom is design door 

andere landmachten geëmuleerd?” Door gebruik te maken van toonaangevende innovatie theorieën 

is een innovatie raamwerk geconstrueerd, dit raamwerk is opgebouwd uit drie factoren. De eerste 

factor is politiek & strategie; deze identificeert dreiging in de internationale omgeving. De tweede 

factor is militaire cultuur, die invloed heeft op de mate waarin men openstaat voor verandering. 

Organisatie bureaucratie is de derde en laatste factor. Laatstgenoemde is afhankelijk van militaire 

cultuur en in staat weerstand tegen verandering te genereren. Deze drie onderling afhankelijke 

factoren, hebben antwoorden op de onderzoeksvraag gegenereerd. Namelijk, de landmachten die 

design succesvol in hun organisatie hebben geëmuleerd hebben dit gedaan vanwege de volgende vier 

redenen. Als eerste, omdat men werd geconfronteerd met nieuwe dreigingen die voortkwamen uit 

een veranderde strategische omgeving. Ten tweede, omdat er een gebrek aan kennis met betrekking 

tot ‘operational art’ was geconstateerd. Als derde, omdat grens overschrijdende militaire cultuur 

(tussen twee of meer landen) emulatie van design tussen betrokken landen heeft gefaciliteerd. Als 

laatste en vierde hebben zogenaamde ‘agents of change’ de militaire cultuur van hun landmacht 

beïnvloed en deze naar innovatie geleid. Tot slot is het aan te bevelen om vervolgonderzoek te doen 

naar “operational warfare’, omdat design slechts een deel van de oplossing is.  
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Chapter 1:  
Introduction 

Reason 
The character of contemporary conflict is evolving. Adversaries, both state and non-state are adapting 

fast to counter the West’s military strengths and their preferred way of operating.1 Nowadays one can 

see an increased blurring of the distinctions between adversaries and the way they use force to achieve 

their goals. Future conflict will blend ‘the lethality which is traditionally associated with state conflict 

and the fanatical and protracted fervour of irregular warfare’.2  

Future and current opponents will be diverse, but inter-linked. It will include both state and non-state 

actors such as insurgents, terrorists, and criminals. They will routinely operate independently but will 

be quick to cooperate where they see mutual benefit, even if they are ideologically opposed. They are 

likely to share information, lessons, tactics and procedures. Unencumbered by public accountability or 

bureaucratic processes, they may be extremely quick to adapt to changes in the situation but they are 

also likely to take the long view of their campaigns. Many opponents will not subscribe to traditional 

views of victory and defeat. The military context is likely no longer to be one of absolutes; ‘losing’ and 

especially ‘wining’ have become less relevant notions.3  

From this point of view, traditional military decision making processes fall short in providing the much 

needed answers. Military design however provides a way of thinking to deal with these contemporary 

developments. When applying military design you become the architect of your own battlespace. 

Subsequently the cognitive approach called “operational art” is now often required at lower levels. 

Fundamentally, operational art requires balancing between (conceptual) design thinking and detailed 

planning, while remaining open to learning and adapting quickly to change.4 This is where one can say 

                                                             
1 UK Ministry of Defence (MOD) Development, Concepts and Doctrine Centre (DCDC), JDP 3-40 Security and 
Stabilisation: The Military Contribution, Schrivenham, 2009, p. XIII.  
2 Frank G. Hoffman, Conflict in the 21st century: the rise of hybrid wars. Arlington, VA: Potomac Institute for 
Policy Studies, 2007, p. 51. 
3 UK Ministry of Defence (MOD) Development, JDP 3-40 Security and Stabilisation: The Military Contribution, p. 
XIV. 
4 Huba Wass de Czege, Systemic operational design: Learning and adapting in complex missions, Military 
Review, 2009, 89(1), p. 2. 

“Armed conflict is a human condition, and 

I do not doubt we will continue to reinvent 

it from generation to generation.” 

̶  General Sir Rupert Smith 
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Figure 1. Rupert Smith, The utility of force: the art of war 
in the modern world, Vintage Books U.S.A, 2008, p. 28. 

 

Figure 2. Rupert Smith, The utility of force: the art of war 
in the modern world, Vintage Books U.S.A, 2008, p. 28. 
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that in contemporary operations military design informs detailed decision making. In the past decade 

Israeli, American, British, and Australian armies have made various advances adapting by adopting 

military Design.5 

Purpose 
The Netherlands Army is like many others in search of answers for dealing with the complexity, which 

is omnipresent in contemporary conflicts. The aim of this thesis is to critically explore why design has 

been emulated by other armies. Theories of military innovation will provide the foundation of this 

research.  

Main question 
The main question of this research is: “Why is design emulated by other armies?” In order to address 

this question, three sub questions are asked. First of all, “What factors regarding emulation do military 

innovation theories provide?” Second, “How has design come to the point that it addresses the 

problems of contemporary conflicts?” Third and last, “What answers do the innovative factors provide 

in explaining the emulation of design?” These sub questions will each be addressed in a separate 

chapter that will explore the question. The first sub question will be addressed in the second chapter 

and provide a theoretical framework. In the third chapter the second sub question will describe the 

locus on which the theoretical framework can be applied. Following in the fourth chapter the analysis 

will provide answers for the third sub question. After all sub questions have been addressed the main 

question will be answered in the conclusion. 

Methodology 
In order to address the main question a literature research is executed with aim to provide the 

foundation for both innovation theory (focus) and design (locus). The focus of this research concerns 

innovation theories which will be used to approach the research subject. Leading innovation theories 

will be used to construct a framework. The research subject (in other words locus) of this thesis is 

design. The constructed framework will be applied to three related cases, of armies that have 

successfully adopted and operationalised design. Each case is carefully constructed by use of an 

extensive literature research.  

Research Design 
As previously mentioned in this thesis, the innovation framework will be applied to three (related) 

cases. These cases represent the armies of Israel, the United States and Australia. These armies have 

been selected because they are the only ones that have successfully operationalised design into their 

                                                             
5 Simon Murden, Propose in Mission Design: Understanding the Four Kinds of Operational Approach, in Military 
Review, May-June, 2013. See also Stefan Banach, The Art of Design: a Design Methodology, in Military Review, 
March-April, 2009, p. 106. 
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military organizations. There are other armies experimenting with the concept but they are still far 

from successful emulation. The three mentioned armies will be individually analysed through the use 

of a framework based on the different leading innovation theories. Since the cases are related they 

will also be put in context with each other. Thus after each case is analysed the results will be put 

together to draw cross-case conclusions. In this manner it becomes clear why design is pursued and 

what innovative factors have been of influence.6  

Quality indicators  
The quality of data and research structure must be unambiguous. This thesis is a qualitative study with 

in-depth literature research regarding innovation and military design. With regards to the literature 

research, source criticism is used to classify the reliability of the academic sources. The used 

information is identified on source and authenticity. Furthermore has the used content been valued 

over time and space, with special attention paid to establish objectivity and bias of the source.    

Validity, reliability and generalisability  

Validity is the truthfulness or correctness of the measurement as planned or intended. This research 

has explored the field of innovation studies in order to identify the most leading theories and 

subsequently reviewed this literature in order to determine multiple variables that might provide input 

for the construction of a valid innovation framework. However, it is impossible to completely eliminate 

                                                             
6 R.K. Yin, Case study research: Design and methods, Sage publications, 2009. 

Figure 2. Case study research: Design and methods by R.K. Yin. 
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the risk of alternative explanations perceived from the literature study. In other words, incorrect 

interpretations of theory might lead to incorrect assumptions.  

Reliability concerns the consistency with which research procedures deliver their results but it also 

relates to the repeatability of the findings under similar conditions. The structure of this research is 

robust and will most likely provide same results when conducted again. However the theoretical 

framework of thesis relies heavily on leading authors like Terriff and Farrell which might bring along 

the risk of being biased by their work. Additionally, one can discuss whether the chosen three cases 

are representative enough to generalize the results of this thesis however the cases have been selected 

carefully. 

What is design, the locus of this research about? 
Design provides a logical connection between understanding problem situations and developing 

adaptive approaches to meet objectives in the face of complexity, while conducting full spectrum 

operations.7 Current military decision processes have an economical background, they have been 

derived from the rational actor model.8 This causes our current planning methods, to split up the 

problem into smaller pieces. These pieces in turn will then be analyzed in a sequential and linear 

fashion. This approach doesn’t provide the so much needed answers anymore. 

Design however is a way of organizing conceptual work within a command to assist the commander in 

his formulation of operational concepts. Design assist the commander in leading adaptive work and 

underpins and guides planning, execution, assessment, and revision of organizational schemes of 

action.9   

Furthermore design is an interdisciplinary approach to planning and problem solving. It combines 

military theory, writings on the nature of problems, and the challenges of critical and creative thinking. 

                                                             
7 Royal Netherlands Army, Handbook Taskforce, Final Draft version 1.0, Land Warfare Centre, forthcoming in 
October 2015, section 2413, p. 43. 
8 Kevin Dougherty, Military decision-making processes: Case studies involving the preparation, commitment, 
application and withdrawal of force, McFarland, 2013, p. 2 & 13. 
9 Royal Netherlands Army, Handbook Taskforce, Final Draft version 1.0, Land Warfare Centre, forthcoming in 
October 2015, section 2410, p. 42. 

Design defined: 

A methodology for applying critical and creative thinking to 

understand, visualize, and describe complex, ill-structured 

problems and develop approaches to solve them. 

Figure 3. Definition of Military Design, see Royal Dutch Army, Doctrine bulletin 
Contextual Military Design, Study Draft version 1.0, Land Warfare Centre, 
forthcoming December 2015, p. 12. 
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Some of these constructs such as operational art have long been associated with planning. Other 

constructs such as systems thinking and framing have recently taken on increased emphasis.10  

Design can be thought of as taking place within three cognitive spaces: the operational environment, 

the problem, and the solution. They correspond to three basic questions designers must answer to 

produce a successful design:  

 What is the context in which the design will be implemented?  

 What problem is the design intended to address?  

 How will the design resolve or manage the problem? 

 

 While these spaces can be conceptually separated, they cannot be separated in practice, because 

designers need to have the freedom to cycle repeatedly between exploring the operational 

environment, the problem, and the solution. Developing the three spaces iteratively and concurrently 

allows a coherent understanding to emerge that relates the solution to the problem within the context 

of the environment.11  

 

  

                                                             
10 Royal Netherlands Army, Doctrine Bulletin Contextual Military Design, Study Draft version 1.0, Land Warfare 
Centre, forthcoming December 2015, p. 22. 
11 Ibid., p. 16. 

Figure 4. Elements of Design; the three cognitive spaces see Royal Dutch Army, 
Doctrine bulletin Contextual Military Design, Study Draft version 1.0, Land 
Warfare Centre, forthcoming December 2015, p. 17. 

 

Figure 3 Elements of Design; the three cognitive spaces see Royal Dutch Army, 
Doctrine bulletin Contextual Military Design, Study Draft version 1.0, Land 
Warfare Centre, forthcoming December 2015, p. 17. 
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Chapter 2: 

Theoretical Framework, Innovation Theories 

Introduction 
This chapter will provide an answer to the first sub question, “What factors regarding emulation do 

military innovation theories provide?” Starting with a broad scope, a survey will be executed by 

exploring the landscape of military innovation theories. Sequentially military innovations will be 

explored more in detail, in order to construct a theoretical framework. In chapter four this framework 

will be applied to the design case studies.      

Exploring the Innovation Landscape 
The field of military innovation theories has grown and is now widespread. This growth started at the 

beginning of the 1990’s. After the political and economic collapse of the former Soviet Union, militaries 

started to restructure themselves in line with changed and new emerging realities.12 In order to 

respond to the changed strategic environment academics and policy makers needed to understand 

military change. Barry Posen first examined change in military organizations in ‘The Sources of Military 

Doctrine’ published in 1984.13 Since then literature and research regarding military change has 

increased. This increase provided a rich insight into the many factors that may influence ‘why’ and 

‘how’ militaries enter upon change. However most studies focus on technological capabilities or 

strategic context, and only a few studies pay attention to doctrinal innovations. The locus of this 

research is the emulation of a doctrinal planning methodology named design. This helps in narrowing 

down the field of military innovation. 

Military Change, within the landscape   
Major change of the sort in which many militaries are engaged in would appear at first paradoxical. 

Because on the one hand, militaries are commonly seen as traditional in nature and therefore as being 

strongly disinclined to undertake major change. This view holds that militaries prefer to preserve tried 

and tested strategies and structures. Rather than adopt new ones. On the other hand however, 

militaries do make major changes in terms of whom and how they prepare to fight.14 

                                                             
12 Theo Farrell and Terry Terriff, The Sources of Military Change: Culture, Politics, Technology, Boulder, CO: 
Lynne Rienner, 2002, p.3. 
13 Barry Posen, The sources of military doctrine: France, Britain, and Germany between the world wars, Cornell 
University Press, 1986. 
14 Theo Farrell and Terry Terriff, The sources of military change: Culture, politics, technology, p. 4. 

Prejudice against innovation is a typical characteristic of an Officer Corps 

which has grown up in a well-tried and proven system. 

― Field Marshal Erwin Rommel 

 

Prejudice against innovation is a typical characteristic of an Officer Corps 

which has grown up in a well-tried and proven system. 

― Field Marshal Erwin Rommel 

Figure 5. Erwin Rommel and Basil Henry Liddell Hart, The Rommel Papers, Da Capo Press, 
1953, p. IX. 
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Regarding military change Theo Farrell provides a definition. He states that military change is: “the 

change in the goals, actual strategies, and/or structure of a military organization”.15 Military change is 

often unjustly treated as being the same as military innovation.16 According to the definition, it is the 

outcome of military change that determines whether it is a major or minor in character.17 Innovation, 

on the other hand, is one of three pathways whereby military change occurs, the other two being 

adaptation and emulation.  

Theo Farrell and Terry Terriff offer the following explications on innovation: “Innovation involves 

developing new military technologies, tactics, strategies, and structures.” Farrell and Terriff suggest 

that adaptation can accumulate to innovation: “Adaptation can, and often does, lead to innovation 

when multiple adjustments over time gradually lead to the evolution of new means and methods”.18  

Similarly, in his study of the U.S. Army and U.S. Marine Corps in Iraq in 2005-7, James Russell shows 

how “tactical adaptation can serve as a way station along the route towards more comprehensive 

innovation.”19 This example clarifies how adaptation in military thinking aided the tactical level in 

dealing with complexity. Finally, emulation involves importing new tools and ways of war through 

imitation of other military organizations. This last phenomenon happened with the design planning 

methodology. It has been emulated by the three selected cases Israel, U.S. and Australia (see chapter 

three).  

Military changes to Emulation of Ideas 
Asides of having addressed emulation in the context of military change it is interesting to look closer 

at the meaning of the word ‘emulation’ itself. The Cambridge Dictionary states “emulation is to copy 

something achieved by someone else (like an idea) and try to do it as well as they have”.20 This definition 

helps to broaden our understanding. Prior to identifying factors responsible for emulation, as stated 

in the sub question, one has to explore the context of transferring ideas and secondly to look into the 

meaning of imitation (or copy).    

Ideas are the basics of change, which after diffusion can lead to emulation. The latter is in other words, 

the operationalisation of the diffused idea in one’s own context. First ‘why’ and ‘how’ ideas come to 

be ‘littered around the social landscape’ will be explored. A research executed by Kerstin Shalin and 

                                                             
15 Theo Farrell, Innovation in Military Organizations Without Enemies, unpublished paper presented at the 
International Studies Association Annual Convention, San Diego, Calif., 16-20 April 1996 (original emphasis).  
16 Theo Farrell and Terry Terriff, The sources of military change: Culture, politics, technology, p. 6. 
17 Ibid., p. 6. 
18 Ibid. 
19 James Russell, Innovation, Transformation, and War: Counterinsurgency Operations in Anbar and Ninewa 
Provinces, Iraq, 2005-2007, Stanford University Press, 2010, p. 8. 
20 Cambridge Dictionaries, see http://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/british/emulate?q=emulation 
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Linda Wedlin has focused on the construction, supply and transfer of these ideas.21 Ideas do not simple 

spread in a vacuum but are actively transferred and translated in a context with other ideas, actors, 

traditions and institutions. A common theme is that ideas do not remain unchanged as they flow but 

are subject to translation. To imitate, then, is not just to copy but also to change and to innovate. As 

ideas are translated through their circulation, and as they evolve differently in different settings in 

certain circumstances, they may not only lead to homogenization but also principally to variation and 

stratification.22 The latter means that ideas in the form of models and practices can be adapted, 

modified or reshaped, but ideas can also take on new forms and meanings as they flow within and 

between contexts. Circulating ideas such as design have the potential to contribute to changes in 

individual organizations’ identities, in field transformation and in more general institutional changes.23 

Second, imitation is a basic social mechanism tying people together. Actors tend to imitate those who 

they want to resemble. As certain models, actors or practises become widely known, they shape the 

wished ideals and desires of others. In this way the impetus for further imitation is provided. Thus, 

perceived identity shapes imitation. The process of imitation involves both self-identification and 

recognition of what one would like to become. A main motivation for imitation is to become similar to 

others, and even more, to become similar to the most prestigious leading organizations.24 Therefore 

identification can provide legitimacy for adopting ideas. For example, among military organizations, 

there are many armies that want to identify themselves with the U.S. Army and try to resemble it by 

imitating their concepts.  

In short, imitation is an active process, and can be distinguished from diffusion insofar as the latter is 

defined as a phenomenon whereby a certain model, idea or practice, once created, spreads to a 

number of recipients or followers. In contrast, imitation points to the importance of understanding 

how ideas are translated, shaped and changed through processes of imitation.   

Factors Driving Emulation 
After having explored military change and the emulation of ideas it is now time to turn the focus on 

identifying factors that could drive the emulation of design. In their studies Farrell and Terriff have 

identified several factors. In 2002, Farrell and Terriff focussed in The Sources of Military Change on a 

complex of three influencing factors – cultural norms, politics, and new technology – in order to offer 

                                                             
21 Sahlin Kerstin, and Linda Wedlin, Circulating ideas: Imitation, translation and editing, The Sage handbook of 
organizational institutionalism, 2008, p. 218-242. 
22 Ibid., p. 219. 
23 Ibid., p. 220. 
24 Ibid., p. 223. 
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a historical perspective of more than a century on ‘why’ and ‘how’ militaries change.25 About a decade 

later (in 2010), Farrell, Terriff and Osinga focussed on the military transformation in the U.S. and 

Europe. In their work A Transformation Gap? American Innovations and European Military Change the 

authors considered three main factors that shaped the trajectory of military innovations: threat, civil-

military relations and military culture. In additional they addressed bureaucratic politics as a barrier to 

military innovation.26 

The two works mentioned before have in common that they have been in search for factors to 

construct a framework on which they could analyse their chosen case studies. In the table below one 

can see the factors belonging to each work. From these works, three columns with common factors 

can be identified. These columns will be explored and subsequently the column other will also be 

addressed. 

So
u

rce 

P
o

litical 

facto
r 

C
u

ltu
ral 

facto
r 

B
u

reau
cr

acy as 

facto
r 

O
th

er 

The Sources of Military 

Change, Culture, Politics, 

Technology 

Politics Cultural norms  Technology 

A Transformation Gab? 

American Innovations and 

European Military Change 

Threat Military culture Bureaucracy Civil military 

relations 

Figure 6. Comparison of factors  

First, the political factor; which consists of politics and threat. Politics is defined as an obvious source 

of military change. Politics is about strategy and changing threats to national security. Strategic 

pressures operate through political processes in shaping military change.  27 Threat is explained as an 

obvious spur to military innovation. The school of realism stress how alert states are to threatening 

changes in the international system. 28 The threatening development itself may be military innovation 

by an opponent that demands an innovative response.29 States will be particularly sensitive to external 

military threats in the shadow of war. Moreover, defeat or major setback in war can itself push 

                                                             
25 Theo Farrell and Terry Terriff, The sources of military change: Culture, politics, technology, Lynne Rienner 
Publishers, 2002, p 301. 
26 Theo Farrell, Terry Terriff, and Frans Osinga, eds., A Transformation Gap: American Innovations and European 
Military Change, Stanford University Press, 2010, p. 7. 
27 Barry Posen, The sources of military doctrine: France, Britain, and Germany between the world wars, Cornell 
University Press, 1986. 
28 Stephen M. Walt, The Origins of Alliances, Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1987; Kenneth N. Waltz, 
Theory of International Politics, Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1979. 
29 Kimberly Martin Zisk, Engaging the Enemy: Organization Theory and Soviet Military innovation, 1955-1991, 
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993. 
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militaries to innovate.30 Both politics and threat have in common that they both materialize at the 

strategic level in political context. These factors together will from now on be characterized as politics 

& strategy. 

Second is the cultural factor, consisting of cultural norms and military culture. Cultural norms are 

depicted as intersubjective beliefs about the social and natural world that define actors, situations and 

possibilities of action. 31 Norms are intersubjective because they are beliefs rooted in, and reproduced 

through, social practice. Norms constitute actors and meaningful action by situating in both social roles 

and environments. Norms make meaningful action possible by telling military actors who they are and 

what they can do in situations.32 Military culture comprises the identities, norms, and values that have 

been internalized by a military organization, and contains the frame of how people in the organization 

view the world, and their role in it.33 Cultural norms are important in shaping and understanding the 

environment and providing direction to military innovation. Thus henceforth military culture will be 

named as factor. 

The third factor is bureaucracy. Bureaucratic politics underline the institutional and political barriers 

to innovation. The large amount of literature on bureaucratic politics34, like the work on military 

culture, points to the characteristics of military organizations that produce obstacles to truly innovative 

military change. Like vested interests which are located in dominant war-fighting communities within 

organizations (for example, promoters of armour in the Army). Military innovation often challenges 

vested organizational interests. 

Last and final is other. In the column other, technology and civil-military relations are stated. In this 

research the locus is design, and since design is not a technology but a doctrinal planning methodology, 

technology will not be addressed as factor. Civil-military relations however, deals with the military 

responsiveness to civilian policy, and the ability of civilian policymakers to effect military innovation. 

The literature35 recognizes that civilians are often more ready to contemplate major military change in 

                                                             
30 Barry Posen, The sources of military doctrine: France, Britain, and Germany between the world wars, Cornell 
University Press, 1986, p. 47, 59, 79. 
31 Theo Farrell and Terry Terriff, The sources of military change: Culture, politics, technology, Lynne Rienner 
Publishers, 2002, p. 6. 
32 Ibid., p. 7. 
33 Theo Farrell, The Norms of War: Cultural Beliefs and Modern Conflict, Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner, 2005; Lynn 
Eden, Whole World on Fire: Organizations, Knowledge, and Nuclear Weapons Devastation, Ithaca, NY: Cornell 
University Press, 2004; Isabel V. Hull, Absolute Destruction: Military Culture and the Practices of War in Imperial 
Germany, Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2005. 
34 Allison, T. Graham, Essence of Decision, Boston: Little, Brown, 1971; Halperin, H. Morton, Bureaucratic 
Politics and Foreign Policy, Washington, DC; Brookings Institution, 1974. 
35 Theo Farrell, Terry Terriff, and Frans Osinga, eds., A Transformation Gap: American Innovations and European 
Military Change, Stanford University Press, 2010, p. 8 see also Barry Posen, The sources of military doctrine: 
France, Britain, and Germany between the world wars, Cornell University Press, 1986, p. 53-54. 
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response to new policy priorities or strategic challenges than military personnel, precisely because 

civilians do not have an organizational stake in existing military practices, equipment, and structures.36 

Since civil-military relations are strongly related with strategic policymakers, civil-military relations will 

be included into the factor politics & strategy.  

Constructing the Framework 
Now three factors (that will form the foundation of the framework) have been identified it is important 

to operationalize them since they are still relatively broad. First the interconnectivity of the factors 

themselves will be surveyed. Subsequently every factor itself will be explored in order to use them in 

chapter four for an in depth analysis of the three cases. 

When looking into politics & strategy one can argue that behaviour at this level sometimes seems 

dysfunctional, if not irrational. Neorealism is weak in explaining this illogical strategic behaviour at 

state level.37 When assuming that the perception of security interests is a function of a country’s 

cultural environment this offers an explanation. According to Dima Adamsky, behavioural scientists 

agree that culture conditions behaviour and thinking style.38 The latter emphasizes the position of 

military culture connecting both politics & strategy and organizational bureaucracy. Politics & strategy 

and military culture have been addressed and indicate that they are interdependent factors cultivating 

an environment in which major change can occur. The way and the amount of change depends on the 

third factor, organizational bureaucracy, which is inherent part of military organizations. Farrell and 

Terriff argue that militaries are commonly seen as traditional and therefor disinclined to undertake 

                                                             
36 Theo Farrell, Terry Terriff, and Frans Osinga, eds, A Transformation Gap: American Innovations and European 
Military Change, p. 8. 
37 Dima Adamsky, The Culture of Military Innovation: The Impact of Cultural Factors on the Revolution in 
Military Affairs in Russia, the U.S., and Israel, p. 11. 
38 Dima Adamsky, The Culture of Military Innovation: The Impact of Cultural Factors on the Revolution in 
Military Affairs in Russia, the U.S., and Israel, p. 9. 

Figure 7. Innovation Framework and their interconnected relations 
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major change. After all, militaries are large bureaucracies designed to produce routine, repetitive and 

orderly action39; that is, they prefer continuity, not change.40  

Operationalizing the factors 
Now the previous identified factors have been put in combination with each other. It is of importance 

to operationalize them with the use of military innovation theories.  

Politics & Strategy 

Regarding this factor Goldman and Andres provide a theory that explains what diffusion entails and 

under which conditions, doctrinal ideas and behavioural practices are likely to spread.41 From a total 

of four bodies of theory, the one named neorealism is very applicable to politics & strategy. Because, 

neorealism is the competitive logic governing the international system creating strong incentives for 

states to adopt new military methods and practices.42 Successful practices will be copied and emulated 

by others as well. Neorealism predicts that the best military practices will diffuse quickly and uniformly 

among states. This will result in the fact that military innovations will have little impact on the balance 

of international influence in the long run (though it might be in the short run).43 At state level, 

politicians, policymakers, and senior military officers have to respond to threats and competitions. Not 

all of them are of the same importance, for a great deal these threats and competitions depend on the 

perceived environmental context and understanding of strategic policymakers.  

Adam Grissom provides a total of four primary schools of thought regarding military innovation. Each 

school has constructed its own explanatory model of military innovation, to determine whether a 

military organization will innovate. 44 Grissom’s civil-military school is originally developed by Barry 

Posen, who concluded that was primarily civil-military dynamics that determined whether interwar 

militaries would innovate.45 Posen also argued that realist threat perceptions cause political leaders to 

push for innovation.46 In this civil-military model, Posen argues that innovation will only occur if 

politicians, policymakers, intervene in military service doctrinal development, preferably with the 

                                                             
39 Henry Mintzberg, Mintzberg on management: Inside our strange world of organizations. Simon and Schuster, 
1989, p. 139. 
40 Stephen Peter Rosen, Winning the Next War: Innovation and the Modern Military, Ithaca: Cornell University 
Press, 1991, p. 2. 
41 Emily Goldman and Richard Andres, Systemic effects of military innovation and diffusion, Security Studies, 
8:4, 1999, p. 80-81. 
42 Ibid., p. 82. 
43 Ibid., p. 82-83. 
44 Adam Grissom, The future of military innovation studies, The Journal of Strategic Studies 29:5, 2006, p. 908. 
45 Barry Posen, The sources of military doctrine: France, Britain, and Germany between the world wars, Cornell 
University Press, 1986. 
46 Ibid., p. 232-235. 
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assistance of broadminded and unconventional thinking senior military officers from within the 

service. Otherwise, military organizations will gradually stagnate and ultimately fail.47 

Innovation theories have provided insight in neorealism and civil-military relation. Connecting them 

both to the dynamics of politics, which on its turn guides strategy. At the heart of strategy lies the 

relationship between military force and policy objective.48 Colin Gray defines strategy as, “the use of 

force, or the threat of such use, to achieve a particular political objective as decided by politics.”49 

Although strategy seems rational it is always dependent on a changing and specific environmental 

context.  

The relation of politics and strategy to design as a methodological planning doctrine is evident. Because 

strategy is a chain of political and military end and means. Military doctrine is a key component of 

states. Military doctrines are important because they affect the quality of life in the international 

political system and the security of states that hold them.50  

Now the dimension of Politics & Strategy is surveyed, the following key elements can be identified 

depending on understanding of the strategic environmental context: 

 Neorealist driven strategic necessity; caused by strong incentives based on threat and 

competition.  

 Civil-military relations; initiating change through interaction of politicians, policymakers and 

senior military officers. 

Military Culture 

In Systemic Effects of Military Innovation and Diffusion, Goldman and Andres provide a body of theory 

named ‘organization theory’ which is applicable to the factor military culture. This theory does not see 

diffusion as a smooth process because it varies with the social, cultural, organizational and political 

context.51 Organizational theory tries to explain organizational behaviour and structure – what 

organizations do and how they look.52 Furthermore it leaves open the question of how innovative 

doctrines and practices will be incorporated into national military organizations. A military 

organization may acquire a new doctrinal concept, but can face obstacles to develop the organizational 
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structure needed to realize innovation.53 Socialization through formal education and professional 

networks can provide answers and subsequently result in emulation. Military innovations usually 

require change in how militaries are organized and operate.54 Organizational theory can thus be used 

to explain organizational behaviour wherever we find large, functionally specialized bureaucracies.55 

In his work The Future of Military Innovation Studies, Grissom provides ‘the cultural model of military 

innovation’.56 In this model he posits that, Theo Farrell argues that culture is a major causal factor in 

military innovation.57 Furthermore Farrell argued that culture sets the context for military innovation, 

fundamentally shaping organizations’ reactions to doctrinal and strategic opportunities. His research 

suggests that culture can impact military innovation in three ways;58 

 First, senior service leaders can reshape culture to lead the organization towards innovation – 

Farrell calls this planned change.  

 Second, external shocks can reshape culture thereby providing fertile ground for innovation 

 Third, cross-national professional military culture can lead military organizations to emulate 

one another. 

As such, military culture is of major influence on the course and content of military innovation.59 

Farrell’s argument is followed by other scholars, like Richard Lock-Pullan’s work on the U.S. Army Air 

Land Battle doctrine.60 In his work Farrell’s ‘directed change’ model of culturally-based innovation 

echoes. Pullan traces the efforts of the Army’s leaders to create a new professional identify for their 

service in the wake of the Vietnam War. 

Concerning military culture Dima Adamsky defines it as: “A set of shared formal and informal beliefs, 

assumptions, and modes of behaviour, derived from common experiences and accepted narratives 

(both oral and written), that shape collective identity and relationships to other groups, and which 

influence and sometimes determine appropriate ends and means for achieving security objectives.”61 
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This definition enables military organizations to construct a frame of how they view the world, and 

determine their role in it. Their view and role can be directed, according Grissom’s cultural model, 

senior leaders are key to setting the needed culture. In instances where the culture is not amenable to 

the innovation viewed by senior officers as necessary, the latter can and will manipulate the culture to 

ensure that the bulk of the of the service complies with the required innovation. Senior officers and or 

civilians are the agents of innovation. They recognize the need for change, formulate a new way of 

warfare, and position their organization to seize the opportunity of innovation.62 

Now the dimensions of military culture have been explored, key elements can be defined. 

Organizational theory provides the context for the cultural model. The latter suggest that culture can 

impact military innovation in three ways. Together with understanding of what military culture is 

about. The following elements can be presented: 

 Military culture, which can be identified as; formal, and informal beliefs, assumptions and 

modes of behaviour derived from common experiences and accepted narratives, that shape 

collective identity and relationships to other groups. 

 Culture can impact military innovation, in three ways: 

 through senior service leaders, 

 by external shocks, 

 through cross-national professional military culture. 

Organizational Bureaucracy 

Cultural factors are important in explaining why, once a new doctrine is available, certain states 

translate it into innovation while others do not or do it in different style. The outcome largely depends 

on whether the innovation encounters organizational resistance or not. The amount of encountered 

resistance depends on the institutional (military) culture. This culture is steeped heavily in tradition, 

leading to a particular way for every country. In the military, a non-traditional approach, challenging 

basic assumptions, is bound to meet with a wall of resistance. Those who wish to propose new ways 

stand the risk of being isolated, and many prefer caution and conformity to raising uncomfortable 

questions about traditional biases.63 In short, when military organizations meet with innovative 

concepts or doctrines they are not necessarily embraced. Change efforts are met with resistance. 

Introducing new practices into an organization can present a host of challenges that are often 

unrelated to the technical merits of new ideas, but nonetheless undermine successful emulation. 
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Next to cultural factors resistance against change also originates from the organizational structure. 

Military organizations have the characteristics of a machine bureaucracy. The latter relies heavily on 

the standardization of work processes (formalization of behaviour). Furthermore, “rules and 

regulations permeate the entire machine bureaucracy structure; formal communication is favoured at 

all levels; decision making tends to follow the formal chain of authority”.64 It is understood that the 

machine bureaucracy very much relies on control, and this results in two important facts. The first is 

that “many attempts are made to eliminate all possible uncertainty, so that the bureaucratic machine 

can run smoothly, without interruption”65. And the second that “by virtue of their design, machine 

bureaucracies are structures ridden with conflict; the control systems are required to contain it”.66  

Since military organizations are alike machine bureaucracies they are not prone on change. Because of 

the earlier expounded desire for control and uncertainty reduction the relationship between power 

and the institution is an intimate one. Institutions exist to the extent that they are powerful – the 

extent to which they affect the behaviours, beliefs and opportunities of individuals, groups, 

organizations and societies.67  

 

                                                             
64 Henry, Mintzberg, Structure in fives: Designing effective organizations, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1993, p. 166. 
65 Ibid., p. 167. 
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67 Thomas Lawrence, Power Institutions and Organizations, The Sage handbook of Organizational 
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Figure 8. The interplay of organizational control and reaction to change. Based on: Thomas Lawrence, 
Power Institutions and Organizations, The Sage handbook of Organizational Institutionalism, 2008, p. 173. 
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The potential for resistance to institutional agency based change stems significantly from the amount 

of uncertainty and complexity that comes along with the change.68 The figure depicted above defines 

the interplay of organizational control versus reaction to change. When an organization initiates 

change, it can try to control the impact within the organization. This is illustrated with the solid-line 

arrow pointing from Organization to Actors in the figure. This organizational control describes the 

impact of organizations on the behaviours and beliefs of individual and organizational actors. The 

actors within the organization react to change. This reaction can be accompanied with the creation, 

transformation or resistance to change. This is represented in the figure by the solid line arrow pointing 

from Actors to Organization. The influenced organization is the work of individual and/ or collective 

actors to create, transform, or disrupt the organization. The reactions against the initiated change are 

referred to, as organizational resistance. This can be explained as the work of actors to impose limits 

on the organization initiating change.69 

Now the dimension of Organizational bureaucracy is surveyed, one can state that organizational 

bureaucracies are not prone to change. When bureaucracies do change, vested interests are often 

challenged and resistance is likely to appear. Based on the figure, the following key elements can be 

identified: 

 Organizational initiated change, the organization tries to control the impact of the initiated 

change (within their organization) on the behaviours and beliefs of individual and 

organizational actors. 

 Actors within the organization react to the initiated change, this reaction can be accompanied 

with resistance to change. In which actors, create, transform, or disrupt the organization. 

Summarize 

In this chapter the first sub question, “What factors regarding emulation do military innovation 

theories provide?” is explored. The chapter started with a broad scope, exploring the landscape of 

military innovation theories. Successively going more into detail in order to describe the relevant 

factors for the focus of our thesis. Finally this led to the construction of the theoretical framework (see 

the figure below) with research relevant factors leading to emulation. In chapter four the framework 

will be applied to the design cases.  
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Figure 9. Innovation Framework 

Factor Identified elements Operationalized for research

The IDF The USA The ADF

1. Politics & strategy Neorealist political demands, caused by strong incentives 1. Political bounded demands have been of influence? Yes No Unclear

based on threat and competition.

Civil-military relations, initiating change through interaction 2. Civil-military relations appeared to be dominant?

of politicians, policymakers and senior military officers.

2. Military culture Military culture which can be identified as; formal, and 3. Cultural standards have been of influence?

 informal beliefs, assumptions and modes of behaviour derived 

from common experiences and accepted narratives, that shape

collective identity and relationships to other groups.

Culture can impact military innovation in three ways: 4. Culture has influenced military innovation?

a) Through senior service leaders

b) By external shock

c) Through cross-national professional military culture

3. Organization bureaucracy Organization initiates change, the organization tries to control the 5. By organization initiated change has been of influence?

impact within the organization. This organizational control describes

 the impact of organization on the behaviours and beliefs of individual 

and organizational factors.

The actors within the organization react to change, this reaction can 6. Reactions towards the initiated change have been encountered?

be accompanied with resistance to change. In which actors, create,

transform, or disrupt the organization.

The Cases
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Chapter 3:  
Empirical Framework, Design Case Studies 

Introduction 

In this chapter the second sub question, “How has design come to the point that it addresses the 

problems of contemporary conflicts?” will be explored and sequentially answered.  Firstly the origin 

and first developments of what is nowadays addressed as military design will be explored. Secondly 

the survey focusses on how this concept has diffused and is pursued in the three cases. The three cases 

involved are the armies of Israel, United States and Australia. 

The Origin of Design 

Design is perceived as a newly developed concept to address contemporary conflict situations. Its 

appearance might be new but the foundations are not. It is John Boyd who can be addressed as the 

intellectual founding father of design and his work already dates back to the 1970’s. Influenced by 

Boyd’s work Shimon Naveh started his research in the early 1990’s. Naveh’s research eventually 

developed into a theory which was named Systemic Operational Design (SOD).   

John Boyd 

Already back in the 1970’s Boyd discovered that grasping the essentials of military victory required a 

thorough reading of military history.70 Boyd climbed inside the minds of all leading theoreticians from 

400 BC to the present.71 In his work Destruction and Creation, Boyd incorporated ideas as ‘The 

Heisenberg Principle’ and the ‘Second Law of Thermodynamics’ into his own theory how military 

victory could be achieved. 72 According to Boyd, “We cannot determine the character and nature of a 

system within itself and efforts to do so will only generate confusion and disorder”.73 At about the 

same time Boyd worked on Patterns of Conflict. This work clearly pointed out the most obvious factor: 

military history and existing strategic theories. Boyd covered all great strategists, theorists, historians, 

statesmen, and practitioners, because they covered all the tactical, technical, psychological, 

operational, strategic and political dimensions and turned this into a coherent framework that formed 

the vehicle for arguing doctrinal change within the U.S. Boyd deliberately exposed himself to a wealth 

of perspectives, issues, levels of problems and a variety of theories and analyses of predominantly non-

Western military approaches.74 Boyd’s intellectual education occurred in the period of roughly the 

three decades of 1960-90. These decades have been an important period for science, philosophy and 
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cultures. During this period a ‘paradigm shift’ occurred in the natural sciences, and by extension, also 

in the social sciences and culture.75 Boyd introduced the language of the New Physics, Chaos Theory 

and Complexity Theory and hereby paving the way for future military design.76 Breaking away from the 

paradigm of Newtonian reductionism and accepting uncertainty was in line with Boyd’s view on 

Quantum Mechanics and the ‘uncertainty principle’.77 This amongst others such as Systems Theory, 

enabled Boyd to develop Organic Design for Command and Control.78 

Shimon Naveh 

The first successful attempts to incorporate the application of The Boyd Approach were attributable 

to the Operational Theory Research Institute (OTRI), formerly led by retired Israeli Defence Force (IDF) 

Brigadier General Shimon Naveh. His approaches to warfare were like Boyd not just from a Western 

point of view. Because according Naveh the West has suffered from a conspicuous lack of scientific 

discipline.79 Further did he not, like many, focus on the tactical or strategic level. In an attempt to 

dissolve the mental fog which had surrounded the sphere of military systems, he worked from a 

scientific interpretation of the intermediate field of military knowledge situated between strategy and 

tactics, better known as the operational level. Naveh traced the evolution of operational awareness 

and its culmination into a theory. He combined two approaches: a theoretical analysis and historical 

research. By using the General System Theory (GST) as a heuristic framework, his study clarified the 

substance of operational art and constructed his own cognitive framework.80 

During the mid-1990 in Israel, Naveh had constructed the concept of Systemic Operational Design, 

within Israel.81 Naveh had identified that there was a problem with the manner how the concept of 

campaign analysis and planning was understood, explained, and applied. His examination of the role 

of cognition plays with the conceptualisation of operational art. In 1992 this research had led both him, 
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as well as the IDF realize that they had let their knowledge of the concept of operational art drift.82 

Naveh’s investigation led to the rediscovery that operational art is more than just a process; it is all-

encompassing from design context, through mental rationalization, and reliant on creative tension to 

create a discourse.83 With the development of this new paradigm, Naveh and his team took their ideas 

on the road to test their theory.84 Theoretically the roots for Systemic Operational Design (SOD) 

originate from General Systems Theory.85  

The Emergence of Design in Armies around the Globe 
Over the last two decades, concepts from complexity theory, system thinking, design, strategy, and 

philosophy have been synthesized within SOD that was introduced into the Israeli Defence Force. The 

armies of the United States and Australia emulated the idea and produced a theory to suit their own 

context based on the practice of systemic design.86 Although this conceptual evolution has taken place 

within a military context, the developed theory has general applicability to any challenge originating 

from a complex environment. The following sections will subsequently explore how design has come 

to the point that it has been emulated by Israel, United States and Australia. 

The Case of Design in the Israel Defense Forces 
Since the by Israel proclaimed establishment in 1948, Israel has been involved in numerous conflicts.87 

Varying from low intensity border skirmishes and terrorist incidents to all-out war, in which the survival 

of the nation itself was at stake. The threats facing Israel have ranged from individual terrorist actors 

to large, Soviet-equipped and trained mass armies. Israel’s political and military record dealing with 

these threats has been mixed. From the War of Independence to the 1967 Six Day War, Israel and its 

Defence Force have displayed extraordinary tactical brilliance.88 An example is how the Israeli Army in 

close coordination with their Air Force defeated the Egyptians and conquered the Sinai Peninsula 

during the Six Day War. The ingenuity of IDF leadership has also been heralded, because of the vast 

field experiences which were immediately used within the IDF. Yet, despite being in a constant state 
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of conflict since its inception, Israel’s military doctrines and practices are not well known and 

understood. Since the 1973 Yom Kippur War, which was initiated by Egypt and Syria, the inability of 

the IDF to achieve strategic objectives despite tactical excellence remains puzzling. Israel’s ability to 

convert battlefield success into significant, lasting political achievements has been inadequate. Why 

has Israeli tactical excellence not produced strategic success?89 This question becomes even more 

relevant to military practitioners in the present environment in which complexity has increased and 

conflicts are waged by both state and non-state actors.  

The Path Leading to Design 

The Yom Kippur War showed again that Israel was strong in classical manoeuver warfare. With the 

First Intifada at hand the IDF arrived at a crossroad. The emergence of asymmetric warfare neutralised 

the IDF’s proven doctrine. However some elements of that doctrine, such as the offensive, combined 

arms, and speed at the operational and tactical levels remained sound. After 1973, the IDF lacked a 

cohesive doctrine, as well as tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) that would accompany a new 

doctrine. Furthermore the IDF had never seriously reflected on operational art, or on the cognitive 

dimension of war and how tactical actions relate to achieve goals.90 IDF tactical successes in its early 

years and the nature of the operational environment had blinded IDF practitioners from realizing the 

need for operational art. Additionally, Israel was so fraught with conflict throughout its history that it 

became more difficult for IDF leaders to see beyond the conventional and irregular threats that faced 

the nation. Naveh listed three reasons for IDF changes after the First Intifada.91 First, IDF mid-level and 

junior officers realized the operational environment had changed. Second, the Operational Theory 

Research Institute (OTRI) was founded to develop operational art and educate IDF commanders. Finally 

and third, three Central Command Commanders – Major General Uzi Dayan, Major General Moshe 

Ya’alon, and Major General Yitzhak Eitan supported the initiative to reform IDF methodologies and 

education with OTRI as the lead agency.92 Since the skills and abilities required to produce relevant 
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effects in a highly complex environment were different than those required of the IDF and its leaders 

during its earlier decades. It had become evident that the IDF needed to change. 

OTRI was founded in February 1995 by IDF Chief of the General Staff Lieutenant General Amon 

Schachak with the purpose of improving leadership as well as developing and institutionalizing 

operational art in the IDF. The organization, and culture inside the IDF, enabled the momentum to 

produce transformation because it had support of key senior and mid-level leaders in the organization. 

OTRI served as an institutional engine merging knowledge and ideas from civilian theorists of multiple 

disciplines, military practitioners, and IDF commanders.93 This IDF transformation led to the 

formulation of Systemic Operational Design (SOD). 

OTRI represented a leadership factory for IDF leaders and SOD represented a vehicle for making 

military action relevant and adaptive to Israel’s current and future environments. Back in 1995, Israel’s 

security environment was extremely complex94, consisting of extended engagement in southern 

Lebanon since 1982, multiple conventional threats at Israel’s borders, and a hostile Palestinian 

population inside the territories directly adjacent to Israel’s borders. Hence, Israel simultaneously 

faced conventional and asymmetric threats from inside as well as outside its territory. 95 

Systemic Operational Design 

SOD is an application of systems theory to operational art. It is an attempt to rationalize complexity 

through systemic logic, employing a holistic approach that translates strategic direction and policy into 

operational level design. SOD focusses upon the relationships between entities within a system to 

develop rationale for systemic behaviours that accounts for the logic of the system, facilitating a cycle 

of design, plan, act, and learn. This is accomplished through seven discourses, leading to a holistic 

design of and operation that will facilitate military planning.96  

Operational art was defined by Naveh as: “the intermediate field of military knowledge situated 

between strategy and tactics.”97 Part of SOD’s purpose was to develop critical thinking in brigade level 

commanders enabling them to adapt in complex environments and appreciate each situation as 

unique in itself. Additionally, SOD’s purpose was to conduct operational art by creating a strategy 
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(aims), formulation of a campaign to achieve the strategy (operations) through the application of 

battles and engagements (tactics).98 

SOD was intended to facilitate deeper understanding of the IDF by generating critical thinking. Part of 

this thought process included identifying patterns of learning, patterns of events, patterns of language 

and patterns of space within the operational environment. By utilizing these patterns, IDF practitioners 

enhanced their understanding of themselves, the enemy and the operational environment. SOD 

utilized this deeper and contrasting understanding as a basis for developing learning by producing a 

theoretical reference addressing four meta-themes: learning, emerging reality, intervention and 

organization.99 SOD utilized Ludwig von Bertalanffy’s General Systems Theory (GST) as a useful 

reference for thinking about the contemporary zeitgeist.100  

According to Naveh, military systems fit Bertalanffy’s system scheme as both open and non-linear 

systems. Naveh explained the rationale for this, the hierarchical nature of militaries, the purposeful 

behaviour of goal achievement, and self-regulating ability characterized militaries as systems.101 

Naveh’s theory represented a conceptual break from past military theories. SOD rebuked earlier 

military theories, such as Clausewitz’s theory espoused in ‘On War’ as unsuitable to the contemporary 

reality primarily because Clausewitz focused on linear, rational thinking models, and utilized the 

concept of annihilation as the raison d’être of all military operations. Instead, Naveh utilized the 
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concept udar (shock) created by the Russians as the primary purpose of military forces as opposed to 

the annihilation concept.   

The Downfall of SOD 

SOD produced new understanding of space, time and context which produces the operating concepts 

of swarming tactics and walking through walls.102 Walking through walls was a novel approach utilized 

by Colonel Aviv Kochavi when attacking Balata in 2002. This method enabled IDF soldiers to create 

avenues where none existed while the enemy was diverted defending heavily barricade and emplaced 

obstacles in the streets. The Nablus attack appeared to induce udar into the Palestinian rival system 

as desired by SOD.103 SOD was viewed as successful during the Second Intifada104 by providing new 

cognitive approach for commanders to utilize different force levels. However, Israel found itself in an 

unenviable, yet familiar position; there would be no war and no peace with the Palestinians.105  

On 12 July 2006 Hezbollah fired Katyusha rockets and mortars at Israeli military positions and border 

villages, diverting attention from another Hezbollah unit that crossed the border and kidnapped two 

Israeli soldiers and killed eight others. Israel reacted to Hezbollah’s provocation by launching a large-

scale reprisal, which turned into the Second Lebanon War.106 Whereas in the past, Israeli successes on 

the battlefield compensated for deterrence and/or early warning failures, in the Second Lebanon War 

serious problems in Israeli military capability and conduct of war were exposed. The causes were: a 

late perception that it was war; adherence to post-heroic warfare under circumstances that rather 

required a different approach; the erosion of the IDF’s fighting standards due to policing missions 

which had become its main task since the outbreak of the First Intifada in 1987; false Revolution in 

Military Affairs (RMA)-inspired concepts;107 the adoption of the notion of controlling instead of 
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capturing territory; a centralized logistic system; poor generalship; a hesitant and inexperienced 

political leadership, and IDF dominance in decisions on military matters.108  The Winograd Commission 

which was installed on April 30, 2007 executed an inquiry into the military campaign held in Lebanon 

in summer 2006. The Winograd Commission Final Report contained recommendations for systemic 

and deep changes in the modalities of thinking and acting of the political and military echelons and 

their interface, in both routine and emergency, including war. Because the significance of these deep 

and critical processes should not be obscured by current affairs, local successes or initial repairs. A 

persistent and prolonged effort, on many levels, was needed in order to bring the essential 

improvements in the ways of thinking and acting of the political-military systems.109  

According to former Chief of General Staff Lieutenant General (res.) Dan Shomron, who investigated 

the military conduct of the Second Lebanon War: “Had the IDF decided to revert to its traditional 

doctrine during the war, it would have been impossible, given the depth of the commitment to the 

new thinking.”110 OTRI had a major impact on the type of education that future IDF high commanders 

received prior to the Lebanon conflict of 2006. These commanders were indoctrinated with 

postmodern ideas, which had little or no relevance to the real education on operational warfare. This 

was done at the expense of classic military theory.111 The reading list was heavily based on architectural 

theory written around 1968.112 Students read in detail the works of architects such as Christopher 

Alexander, Clifford Geertz, and Gregory Bateson. The OTRI curriculum included urban studies, systems 

analysis, psychology, cybernetics and postcolonial and poststructuralist theory. There was a certain 

fascination with spatial modes and modes of operations based on the writings of Deleuze and Guattari, 

who drew inspiration from guerrilla organizations and “nomadic wars.”113 The Israeli military also used 

the theories of great architects in conducting urban operations. Israeli officers studied military history 

and theory but reportedly believed that such studies had little practical value. Classical military 

thinkers became no more than names whose writings were occasionally cited but not read in depth.114  

A major (but not the only) reason the IDF failed in Lebanon was overreliance on airpower and modern 

technology in general and dogmatic application of the U.S. concept of Effect Based Operations (EBO) 

and, not least of all, SOD. In fact, application of the disparate concepts of EBO and SOD almost 
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guaranteed major difficulties in the execution of operations.115 Shimon Naveh´s SOD had come under 

much criticism for being nearly incomprehensible to those who were charged with its implementation. 

SOD was officially published in April 2006 just before the July 2006 Israel-Hezbollah war.116 The core of 

SOD may not be without merit, but it is useless if it cannot be understood by officers attempting to 

carry out operation orders using SOD terminology and methodology.117 According to Naveh, the IDF 

failed to properly integrate SOD into the IDF’s doctrine as a whole.118 Naveh attributes this failure 

partially the IDF senior staff’s lack of understanding with respect to SOD, but primarily to a flawed 

socialization process, internal IDF jealousies and competing agendas—in short bureaucratic resistance 

to change.119 Eventually SOD was to be discontinued as IDF doctrine and the IDF returned to traditional 

doctrine. However recently a return of military design thinking observed what used to be SOD has now 

evolved into Rhizomic Manoeuvre.  

The Case of Design within the United States  
Although John Boyd being an U.S. Air Force Colonel and identified as one of the intellectual fathers 

regarding design, he was not the one initiating design in the U.S. Back in the 1970’s the U.S. was 

committed in Vietnam. During the war in Vietnam the U.S. had gained victories at the tactical level but 

had lost the war strategically. In 1982 Colonel Summers, Jr. looked at the question of what went wrong 

in Vietnam. Summers’ work provided a critical analysis of the war in Vietnam. He argued that the Army 

had not viewed the war as a part of an overall strategy.120 The war was mainly approached from two 

perspectives, a tactical and strategic point of view. In 1986 with the arrival of the ‘Airland Battle’ 

doctrine, the operational level had returned. The new American field manual (FM 100-5) stated: “War 

is a national undertaking which must be coordinated from the highest levels of policymaking to the 

basic level of execution. Military strategy, operational art, and tactics are the broad divisions of activity 

in preparing for and conducting war. Successful strategy achieves national and alliance political aims 

at the lowest possible cost of lives and treasure. Operational art translates those aims into effective 
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military operations and campaigns. Sound tactics win the battles and engagements which produce 

successful campaigns and operations.”121  

With this understanding on operational art the U.S. initiated in 2003, Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) in 

order to remove the regime of Saddam Hussein. Not long after the successful victory over the troops 

of Saddam Hussein an insurgency emerged. The U.S. military had been unable to detect the changed 

strategic context in time and failed to address it timely with a coherent strategy of its own. As a result 

the insurgency grew larger and has become known as the “Sunni awakening”. From 2004 to 2006, the 

U.S. military conducted a large number of operations and airstrikes against insurgent groups in Iraq’s 

Sunni areas, but despite the physical damage that these operations inflicted, the groups grew stronger. 

By 2006, the insurgency was powerful enough to govern and terrorize whole towns, collect taxes, 

recruit fighters, and challenge Iraq’s largest tribes for supremacy. Back then, it took a change of 

strategy and a U.S.-led troop surge to address this insurgency.122 

The path leading to design 

In the U.S. Army the awareness arose that a significant intellectual effort had to be undertaken towards 

the development of a useful operational design methodology that was suitable for incorporation into 

doctrine and general practice.123 In 2004, the U.S. Army’s Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) 

visited the Operational Theory Research Institute (OTRI) in Israel to discuss Systemic Operational 

Design (SOD).  In January 2005 SOD made its debut in the U.S. Army and Shimon Naveh and personnel 

from OTRI assisted the School of Advanced Military Studies (SAMS) and U.S. Army Training and 

Doctrine Command (TRADOC). TRADOC subsequently developed its own application of SOD. TRADOC’s 

approach because it had the potential for a way of thinking that could address some conceptual 

contradictions that, at the time, were becoming apparent with regard to the war in Iraq. 124 That same 

year SOD was incorporated in the annual U.S. Army Title X Unified Quest Capstone War-games of 2005 

for experimentation in which besides the U.S. Army also the ABCA armies participated.125 In June 2006, 

a new draft of the FM 3-24 Counterinsurgency manual was written by Lieutenant General Petraeus 

and Lieutenant General Mattis with support of the Australian, David Kilcullen. Lt. Gen. Petraeus and 

Lt. Gen. Mattis knew each other well and fostered a good relationship which helped the Field Manual 
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to be drafted, published and distributed quickly.126 The FM 3-24 devoted an entire chapter to design 

in complex situations. Two examples depicted from this chapter can be provided to illustrate of what 

is copied from both SOD and Adaptive Campaigning. The first one is the emulation of System thinking 

as applied in SOD.127 The second example is the integration of the Lines of Operation (LLO) as defined 

in Adaptive Campaigning.128  

In early 2006 the IDF leadership rejected SOD in favour of effects-based operations (EBO) and system-

of-systems analysis (SOSA). All plans based on SOD were shelved, and its proponents were retired. This 

rejection of SOD had direct consequences for the way the Israelis then framed the “Hezbollah 

problem” they faced that same summer. Instead of following the logic outlined by Naveh, they 

attempted to follow American Joint doctrine: EBO and SOSA. The Unified Quest Capstone War-games 

of 2006 with SOD as subject, continued with support of Shimon Naveh even though SOD was 

discontinued in the IDF. Eventually the findings of the Quest Capstone War-games resulted in the 

TRADOC Pamphlet 525-5-500.  In July 2007, based on further feedback from the Unified Quest 

experience, SAMS received the mission to further develop design thinking for the Army, building upon 

U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command’s (TRADOC) continuing effort to assess the application of 

design. So in 2007 the IDF version of SOD was emulated with the publication of the TRADOC 

Pamphlet.129 The in the pamphlet emulated concepts had also been mirrored to the Australian 

response on ‘Complex Warfighting’. The influence of Australia’s ‘Adaptive Campaigning’ is evident in 

the U.S. Army’s Capstone Concept, Operational Adaptability.130 The central idea of the capstone 

concept, operational adaptability, explicitly links complexity, adaptability, and operational design 

through the idea of developing the situation through action.131  This concept of developing the 

situation through action – stimulating the system in order to learn as well as to transform – was a 

significant departure from the previous Army Capstone Concept published in 2005. The 2005 version 

also acknowledged complexity, but proposed that the solution would be found in “full spectrum 

dominance,” “decisive operations,” and “Network-Enabled Battle Command,” which attempted to 

control complexity and uncertainty through the use of information and communications technology. 
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The director of ARCIC132, Lt. Gen. McMaster, noted that the biggest change to the Capstone Concept 

was “recognizing some of the limitations in technologies that were designed to improve situational 

understanding and situational awareness”.133 

U.S. Army Design Methodology 

The School of Advanced Military Studies (SAMS) had been an active participant in the development of 

the design discourse since its official introduction into the United States Army. Since SAMS was charged 

with introducing design, the SAMS ‘Art of Design Student Text, Version 1.0’ was published in 

September 2008 as a reference for future instruction at the school.134 This was followed in 2009 with 

a first draft of design doctrine. The doctrine evolved from an interim field manual FMI 5-2 Design, to a 

chapter within FM 5-0, The Operations Process. As the U. S. Army experimented with design, it had 

adapted it to better fit within the institution’s existing processes, structures and norms.135 

The U.S. operations in Iraq continued until September 2010 but this was not the only theatre of 

operations were design was used by military practitioners.  Since 2001 U.S. Forces were also present 

in Afghanistan, and as of 2005 the U.S. effort and amount of troops deployed gradually increased. In 

2009 President Obama announced a surge in Afghanistan with an ultimate deployment of about 

100.000 U.S. soldiers.136 The U.S. Army focus shifted from Iraq towards Afghanistan. Like Iraq the 

conflict in Afghanistan can be addressed as complex that made warfighting extremely difficult and that 

is why TRADOC kept developing design.  
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In 2010, next to the Army, the Marine Corps had incorporated design into their respective doctrines. 

In 2011, the joint community adopted the critical and creative thinking aspects of design in Joint 

Publication (JP) 5-0, Joint Operations Planning. In 2012, the Army modified its doctrine on design with 

the publication of Army Doctrine Publication (ADP) 5-0, ‘The Operations Process’. ADP 5-0 replaced 

the term “design” with “Army Design Methodology” and associated ADM with conceptual planning.137 

And more recently in July 2015, the Army Techniques Publication (ATP) 5-0.1 was released. This 

publication is part of a continuing effort focused on improving the critical and creative thinking abilities 

of leaders and teams to understand and solve problems. This publication offers techniques for forming 

and leading teams for group problem solving. It describes the major activities of ADM, and provides 

techniques for framing operational environments and problems, developing an operational approach 

for it.138 

U.S. discourse on design 

There are some critics regarding the development of military design in the U.S. The criticism focusses 

on the level of emulation of military design into traditional doctrine. The new emerged U.S. discourse 

focusses on the question whereas the modernist military will take greater pains to examine why it is 

appropriate to reason with different interpretations, some anarchic, than to continuously seek 

continuity in military science.139 A very illustrative example of this discourse is provided by U.S. Lt. Col. 

Grant Martin. In his Small Wars Journal article he states: “We are an Army of action, and there is little 

room, patience, or cultural tradition for too much time thinking about things. And, honestly, too much 

time hesitating, thinking or theorizing many times will cede the initiative to those who act boldly. 

“Okay”, you say: “I’ll trust your theory (or I’m not interested in all that mumbo-jumbo), just give me 

what to do!!”140  

The Emergence of Design Thinking in the Australian Army 
Australia is a Western country located in the Asia-Pacific region, with close ties and affinities with North 

America and Europe and a history of active engagement throughout Asia.141 Due to its geographical 
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location, Australia has its own specific and unique strategic context. Australia has to focus on both 

global and regional developments. 

The path leading to change 

In 1999, the situation in East Timor had escalated, causing major instability in the region. With 

Indonesian permission Australia took the lead of the initial peace enforcement mission in East-Timor, 

named International Force for East Timor (INTERFET). This mission of the Australian Defence Force 

(ADF) in East Timor was followed by international peacekeeping missions, the United Nations Mission 

in East Timor (UNTAET) and subsequently the United Nations Mission of Support to East Timor 

(UNMISET).142 These missions wrote a new chapter in Australia’s military history. Although INTERFET 

was arguably Australia’s most successful peacekeeping operation, it is all too easy to overlook the 

difficulty of the undertaking; organisationally, politically and strategically success in East Timor was 

never inevitable. The dangers of a protracted insurgency or even war with Indonesia were very real. 

Even though East Timor was a small conflict in the context of the 20th century for the people of East 

Timor, for Australia and for the entire region, the stakes were high. For these reasons the outcome of 

this conflict resonated in the Australian Defence White Paper published in 2000.143 Because of this 

mission it became evident that the ADF was under pressure to meet an increasingly complex and 

diverse range of tasks within a financial budget that had remained relatively constant in real terms for 

over fifteen years. The Australian Government had become concerned that a mismatch had arisen 

between the strategic objectives, the defence capabilities and levels of defence funding.144 This led to 

the development of the Defence White Paper published in the year 2000. In the White Paper, the 

Australian government stated that it would continue to support the United States in the major role it 

played in maintaining and strengthening the global security order. Furthermore, it stated that Australia 

also had a strong interest in non-proliferation regimes that prevented the spread of weapons of mass 

destruction (WMD). The alliance with the United States was and still is of strategic importance to 

Australia.145  
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Not long after the publication of the 2000 Defence White Paper, changes in the strategic environment 

of Australia occurred. The terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001 and the Bali bombing of 2002 

demonstrated that terrorism had become an enduring aspect of the global security environment. The 

security impact of the incidents for Australia was that terrorists had identified Australia as a target.146 

The Australian government stated that their participation as a U.S. ally in the War on Terror might 

attract some criticism. But according to Australia’s Defence Update 2003: “a weaker or equivocal 

response to this threat would not serve Australia well, or decrease their vulnerability”. Furthermore it 

was emphasised that, prevention of WMD proliferation was seen as a high priority.147 So by 2003 two 

reasons, terrorism and the spread of WMD, had materialized a new security priority created a new 

strategic context. In response to this emerged threat, Australia re-examined its approach to warfare. 

In the meantime the ADF was already engaged in two new missions. After the 2001 terrorist attacks 

the ADF joined the U.S.-led Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) in Afghanistan in 2001 and Operation 

Iraqi Freedom (OIF) in 2003. The contribution to the mission in Iraq lasted until 2007.  The participation 

in OEF eventually switched to contribution to ISAF, and became Australia’s longest military campaign 

ever148 and is still ongoing now named “Operation HIGH ROAD”.149 

Adaptive campaigning 

As a result of the changed strategic environment the Australian Army sought to revise its Future Land 

Operating Concept (FLOC). The outcome of this revision was Complex Warfighting 2004. Influenced by 

the 2003 Foreign Affairs and Trade White Paper, Lt. Col. David Kilcullen, described the reality of 

contemporary conflict in the concept ‘Complex Warfighting’. This document formed the Future Land 

Operational Concept for the Australian Army which guided all other Army concepts. The concept 

analyses the contemporary warfare environment and it also described how the Army should operate 

in this environment. The process of ‘Globalization’ and ‘U.S. dominance of conventional warfare’ had 

led its enemies to seek alternate, asymmetric means and arenas for confrontation. This generated a 

complex, diverse, diffuse and lethal environment. To succeed, military forces had to apply 

discriminating force to support ‘whole of government’150 efforts, in order to control populations and 

                                                             
146 Australian Department of Defence, Australia’s National Security: A Defence Update 2003, 2003, p. 11. 
147 Ibid., p. 13-15 & 23. 
148 Australian Army in Afghanistan, The Longest War, see http://www.Army.gov.au/Our-history/History-in-
Focus/Australian-Army-in-Afghanistan. 
149 The ADF's commitment to Afghanistan is currently known as Operation HIGHROAD, see http:// 
www.defence.gov.au/operations/afghanistan/ 
150 Coherence across government departments at national level has become known as a ‘whole-of-government’ 
approach. See Cedric de Coning and Karsten Friis, Coherence and Coordination The Limits of the Comprehensive 
Approach, Journal of International Peacekeeping 15, 2011, p. 246. 
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perceptions. Which required versatility, agility and orchestration, successively this required a human-

centric philosophy of warfare. 151 

In Complex Warfighting, Kilcullen followed the approach known as “Three Block War”. This idea was 

first advanced by U.S. Marine General Charles Krulak. In 1998, he stated that in modern war ‘in one 

city block, a marine will be engaged in combat operations, in another one, marines will be providing 

humanitarian assistance, while in a third they will be engaged in counterinsurgency’.152 The “Three 

Block War” approach acknowledged the need to conduct many tasks simultaneously, and sought to 

manage complexity. In response to these challenges the future operating concept envisaged small, 

highly autonomous, modular combined arms teams, capable of swarming and reconfiguring in 

different ways. 

Adaptive Campaigning built on the framework of Complex Warfighting and established the concept of 

operating across five simultaneous, interdependent and mutually reinforcing ‘lines of operation’ that 

focused on either the host nation population, capacity building, or fighting the enemy. It then declared 

that “the key to the Land Force’s success will be its ability to effectively orchestrate effort across the 

five lines of operation.”153 The purpose was to recognize that traditional military combat actions alone 

could not be decisive in complex warfighting. The concepts Complex Warfighting and Adaptive 

Campaigning had influenced conceptual developments in the U.S., with ‘The Military Balance’ 

observing that “large portions of the new U.S. future land warfighting concept appeared to have been 

drawn directly from Australian Complex Warfighting.”154 The Australian influence on U.S. conceptual 

development was short-lived because less than a year after the preceding observation was made, the 

                                                             
151 David Kilcullen, Future Land Operating Concept: Complex Warfighting, 2004, p. 24.  
152 Charles C. Krulak, The strategic corporal: Leadership in the three block war, Center For Army Lessons 
Learned Fort Leavenworth Ks Virtual Research Library, 1999. 
153 Maryanne Kelton and Aaron P. Jackson, Australia: Terrorism, Regional Security and the U.S. Alliance, in 
Stephan Grenier & Gale Mattox Eds., Coalition Challenges in Afghanistan: The Politics of Alliance, Stamford 
University Press, forthcoming in December 2015, chapter 16, p. 14 
154 International Institute for Strategic Studies, Complex Irregular Warfare: The Face of Contemporary Conflict, 
The Military Balance, Vol. 105, No. 1., 2005, p. 419. 

“Machines don’t fight wars. Terrain doesn’t 

fight wars. You must get into the minds of 

humans. That’s where the battles are won” 

John Boyd  

Figure 12. Australian Army, Adaptive Campaigning – 
Future Land Operating Concept, 2006, p. 3. 
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U.S. Army published their famous FM 3-24 Counterinsurgency doctrine without any noteworthy 

reference to Australian developments.155  

Adaptive campaigning described an adaptive cycle for operations consisting of four steps: act, sense, 

decide, adapt.156 This was an adaptation of John Boyd’s OODA (observe, orient, decide, act) loop. Also 

it reflected adaptation of Darwin’s theory of evolution to memetic ideas. Adaptive campaigning is the 

art of continually making sense of dynamic situations and evolving designs, plans, modes of learning 

and actions to keep pace. Consciously or not, all living beings and societies follow the pattern of 

behaviour described in the diagram below.157 So did Australia’s Joint Task Force commander who 

immediately tested Adaptive Campaigning in Iraq and Afghanistan.158 Complex warfare is a competitive 

learning environment.159 

Australian discourse on Adaptive Campaigning 

In the Army, Adaptive Campaigning was well accepted and after its initial development quickly applied 

within the operational theatres. However, in Australia there is a discourse regarding Australia’s choice 

of strategy. The debate is about whether the strategy should have focus on regional defence or 

expeditionary forces. On the one hand the supporters of regional defence state that Australia should 

focus on the deterrence and defeat of possible attacks on Australian soil. On the other hand those in 

                                                             
155 Maryanne Kelton and Aaron P. Jackson, Australia: Terrorism, Regional Security and the U.S. Alliance, in 
Stephan Grenier & Gale Mattox Eds., Coalition Challenges in Afghanistan: The Politics of Alliance, Stamford 
University Press, forthcoming in December 2015, chapter 16, p. 15. 
156 Alex J. Ryan, Applications of Complex Systems to Operational Design, Proceedings of the Eighth International 
Conference on Complex Systems, Quincy, MA, June, 2011, p. 1256. 
157 Huba Wass de Czege, Systemic operational design: Learning and adapting in complex missions, Military 
Review 89.1, 2009, p. 4. 
158 Michael B. Bassingthwaighte, Adaptive Campaigning Applied: Australian Army Operations in Iraq and 
Afghanistan, Army Command And General Staff Coll Fort Leavenworth Ks School Of Advanced Military Studies, 
2011, p. 54. 
159 Australian Army, Adaptive Campaigning—Future Land Operating Concept, 2009, p. 32. 

Figure 13. Australian Army, Adaptive Campaigning 
– Future Land Operating Concept, 2009, p. 31. The 
Adaptation Cycle 
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support of expeditionary forces claim Australia should be involved in ‘overseas warfare’.160 The 

discourse itself does not directly focus on Adaptive Campaigning but one can deduce that the people 

in favour of “overseas warfare” see the added value of Adaptive Campaigning in relation to modern 

Complex Warfighting. The advocates of classic territorial defence on the other hand, do not necessarily 

see the benefits of such innovation, like Adaptive Campaigning. 

Adaptive Campaigning and the way ahead 

In 2008, the Chief of the Australian Army, Lieutenant General Ken Gillespie, launched the Adaptive 

Army initiative, which included the biggest restructuring of the Army since years. In the Australian 

Army Journal, he stated that given the changes in the operational environment over the past decade, 

there was a compelling need for the Army to review its procedures for force generation and 

preparation for operations. The Army’s approach, with multiple levels of command in a strict 

hierarchical structure, reflected the pre-Headquarters Joint Operations Command (HQJOC) command 

and control arrangements. It would be fair to state that the Army’s higher level command and control 

had not evolved significantly at a time when there had been huge changes in how ADF joint command 

and control was undertaken. Before 2008, the last time that the Army undertook a wide ranging re-

examination of its higher level command and control arrangements was in the early 1970s.161 Adaptive 

organisations need to continually review themselves. The Australia’s Army needed to reassess 

periodically the appropriateness of its structures, processes and priorities to ensure an ongoing level 

of fitness for the changing environment it operates in now, and in the future. This also means the Army 

must possess a clear view of what it means to be fit for purpose.  

The Army was eventually reorganized into two Commands responsible for adapting at different time 

scales. This reorganization extended the application of complex systems from operational design to 

organization design, and provided a better fit between the operations and structures of the ADF’s Army 

for complex operations.162 This change shows that continuous adaption is more than only doctrine, the 

entire Army breaths adaptation. 

Summarize 
In this chapter the second sub question; “How has design come to the point that it addresses the 

problems of contemporary conflicts?” is explored. This has led to understanding of the locus of this 

thesis. First the origins and first developments of what nowadays is addressed as military design has 

been surveyed. Sequentially the selected cases have been explored on how this emerged concept has 

                                                             
160 Michael B. Bassingthwaighte, Adaptive Campaigning Applied: Australian Army Operations in Iraq and 
Afghanistan, p. 5 & 7. 
161 Lieutenant General Ken Gillespie, Australian Army Journal, Volume V, Number 3, 2008, p. 9. Available at 
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162 Alex J. Ryan, Applications of Complex Systems to Operational Design, p. 1257. 
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been emulated. The three cases, the armies of the United States, Israel and, Australia have successfully 

emulated the concept, in order to address the problems of contemporary conflicts.  

 

The in this chapter surveyed cases have been constructed a like (see table), with first exploring the way 

leading to military design and followed by how it is specifically emulated into the appropriate context. 

Lastly is the current or contemporary development that for each case is drafted. All together this 

enables the conduct of an analysis where the constructed framework will be applied on each case. 

  

Cases Relationship Aim design Preface Path to design Design thinking methodology Contemporary developments

Israel  Israel has good 

relations with the 

US

Served as a fix for 

contemporary 

operations and in 

particular to 

answer the 

encountered 

insurgency Gaza 

and West bank

Despite tactical 

successes in previous 

wars Israel was unable 

to produce strategic 

success. The IDF had 

forgotten their 

knowledge in 

operational art

The IDF never reflected 

on operational art. The 

1st Intifada caused 

proven doctrines to be 

obsolete. Threat caused 

military change

The change effort was 

supported by three Generals. 

SOD is an application of General 

Systems Theory to operational 

art. OTRI served as platform for 

teaching and development

SOD was successfully applied 

in the 2nd Intifada. After the 

2nd Lebanon War SOD was 

rebuked and OTRI closed.

United 

States

The US has good 

relations with 

Israel and 

Australia. The US 

and Australia are 

ABCA partners

Served as a fix for 

contemporary 

operations and in 

particular to 

answer the 

encountered 

insurgency in Iraq

Despite tactical 

successes in the 

Vietnam War the US 

was unable to produce 

strategic success. With 

the development of the 

Airland Battle doctrine 

the US re-invented 

operational art

After a successful OIF the 

US encountered an 

Insurgency in Iraq. Where 

current operational art 

and doctrines didn't work 

anymore. Threat caused 

military change

The change effort in the US was 

supported by two Generals. The 

US went to Israel in order to 

look into SOD as potential 

solution for the encountered 

problems. TRADOC established 

contact with OTRI and emulated 

SOD eventually into Design

Design was with successfully 

applied in the Iraq 

insurgency. The US kept 

developing design because 

of other operations and 

developed it into Army 

Design Methodology

Australia Australia has good 

relations with the 

US (strategic 

partner). Australia 

and the US are 

ABCA partners

Design thinking 

developed 

independently as 

answer to the 

encountered 

complexity

Operations in East 

Timor and caused 

changes in the strategic 

environment

Besides the earlier 

experiences in Timor the 

9-11 Terrorist Attacks and 

the 2002 Bali Bombing 

caused Australia to re-

examine its warfare. 

Threat caused military 

change

Australia conducted a FLOC that 

resulted in the concept Complex 

Warfighting. This was written by 

Kilcullen who moved to work in 

the US. Australia independently 

developed Adaptive 

Campaigning

Australia has kept developing 

its concept

Figure 14. Case comparison. 
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Chapter 4:  

Analysis 

Introduction 

In this chapter the innovation framework will be applied on the in chapter three described cases. In 

short the focus of this research will be used and applied to the locus. The for this chapter relevant sub 

question is: “What answers do the innovative factors provide in explaining the emulation of design?” 

In order to address this question an analysis will be executed. It will be done, factor by factor, on each 

specific case. Subsequently this will lead to an in depth explanation of, how and why design has been 

emulated.  

Framework and cases  

In chapter two research from literature on military innovation helped to identify three main factors. 

These factors address issues and considerations which are key in shaping military change regarding the 

diffusion and subsequent emulation of design. The three factors in question are, politics & strategy, 

military culture and organizational bureaucracy. Since these factors themselves are too broad to be 

used, six research questions regarding the emulation of design are provided. In the figure below one 

can see the questions summarized per factor which they relate to. 163 In the following paragraphs the 

questions per factor will be addressed. 

Politics & strategy 

The first factor of this research centres on politics & strategy. One school of theory holds that 

neorealism, which is the competitive logic governing the international system, creates strong 

incentives for states to innovate. Politicians, policymakers and senior military officers respond to 

threats and competitions at state level. Another school of thought argues that innovation occurs if 

politicians or policymakers intervene in military affairs. Based on this context two questions have been 

formulated and will now be analysed.  

The first question is, “Has neorealist driven strategic necessity been of influence on the emulation of 

design? “ All three cases; Israel, the U.S. and Australia confirm with the first question.  

In Israel, threats have been omnipresent since their proclaimed establishment in 1948. The threats 

initially manifested themselves in wars with large mass armies. Which has led to proven experiences 

in manoeuvre warfare, on which Israel relied unconditionally. However when the First Intifada erupted 

Israel failed to recognize the implications of this new emerged threat. The appearance of asymmetric 

                                                             
163 For more detail see Figure 9, Innovation Framework in chapter two. 
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warfare neutralised Israel’s proven warfare doctrine and exposed lack of understanding on operational 

art. This has led to the realisation that Israel had to adapt, which provided input for the development 

of Systemic Operational Design (SOD).  

Like Israel also the U.S. is very strong in conventional manoeuvre warfare. During Operation Iraqi 

Freedom they gained a swift victory over the troops of Saddam Hussein. However shortly after the U.S. 

was confronted with an emerging insurgency. Being unable to respond effectively, the insurgency 

increased. With a major operational setback at hand the U.S. recognized an intellectual effort had to 

be untaken in order to address the situation. The U.S. got interested by a development in Israel, which 

had recently developed a concept named Systemic Operational Design.  

Due to its geographic location Australia has a very specific strategic context, with focus on both 

regional and global developments. Recent regional gained experiences in East Timor showed Australia 

that military missions had become increasingly complex and required adaptation. At global level the 

2001 terrorist attacks and 2002 Bali Bombing confirmed Australia’s earlier identified need for change. 

Their approach to warfare had to be re-examined, eventually resulting in the development of Adaptive 

Campaigning. 

In all three cases, the core change effort was initiated by a changed strategic environment. New threats 

showed that proven doctrines and ways of thinking had become ineffective. Because opponents and 

environments had changed. The Israeli case adds that lack of understanding regarding operational art 

emphasised their need for change. In sum all three cases identified a need for change, each in their 

own way.  

The second question is, “Have civil-military relations appeared to be dominant regarding the emulation 

of design?” Aside Israel, the cases of the U.S. and Australia confirm with this second question. The 

change effort in Israel did not depend on politicians and policymakers intervening in military affairs.  

In the U.S. case the civil-military interaction predominantly occurred between policymakers and senior 

military officers. For example, in the early 1980’s the U.S. had evaluated the Vietnam War, with the 

key finding that the war was not viewed as a part of an overall strategy (the operational level was not 

even identified). Influenced by policymakers, U.S. operational art was re-invented and codified in the 

‘Airland Battle’ doctrine. The in the 1980’s developed operational art worked well until Operation Iraqi 

Freedom. However using it in an attempt to counter the Iraq insurgency it proved to be ineffective. In 

order to counter the insurgency, policymakers had assigned the Lieutenant General Mattis and 

Lieutenant General Petraeus to direct the effort in providing new doctrine and intellectual thinking, 

with aim to address the encountered complexity.  
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In the Australian case the civil-military interaction took place at the level of politicians and 

policymakers. The by Australia encountered complexity (in East Timor) and identified need for change 

resonated in the 2000 Defence White Paper. And shortly after the 2001 terrorist attacks and 2002 Bali 

bombing the government formulated a ‘Defence update’ in 2003. These documents created a new 

strategic context and security priority, which caused the military to revise its Future Land Operating 

Concept (FLOC).  

These two cases, confirm civil-military interaction providing impetus for the implementation of the 

identified change. The interplay of politicians, policymaker and senior military officers within civil-

military interaction varies per case and situation. In addition the U.S. case provides the indication that 

understanding on operational art is important, like in the 1980’s but also regarding complex situations.  

Sub conclusion Politics & Strategy  

All together the cases show that the core change effort was a changed strategic environment. Resulting 

in ‘threats’ for each case in its own context. These ‘threats’ manifested through the appearance of 

complex situations and new opponents rendering proven doctrines and ways of thinking obsolete. In 

sum, opponents and environments had changed and subsequently initiated a need for change. The 

interplay of politicians, policymakers and senior military officers directed the civil-military interaction, 

providing ground for implementation of the identified change which eventually had led to emulation 

of design thinking in all three cases. In addition both the Israeli and U.S. case have identified that 

operational art as element was important in the understanding of one’s environment and opponents, 

as well in providing coherence in execution. 

Military Culture   

The second factor of this research centres on military culture. The body of theory named organizational 

theory tries to explain organizational behaviours and structure. The explaining of behaviours connects 

organizational theory to the cultural model. Which posits that culture is a major causal factor in military 

innovation because culture sets the context for military innovation. Based on this theory two questions 

have been formulated and will be successively analysed. 

The third question is, “Have cultural standards been of influence on the emulation of design?” The 

Israeli and Australian cases confirm with this question, however the U.S. case remains unclear. Since 

this study does not elaborate on the specific U.S. Army culture and no further evidence regarding their 

culture is provided, the question can’t be answered. 

In the Israeli case cultural standards have been of influence. Initially the Israeli military culture opposed 

the emulation of design. Primarily because of their cultural beliefs, assumptions and behaviour were 

still dating back to the Israeli experiences when traditional manoeuvre warfare prevailed. Eventually it 
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became evident that this way of warfare didn’t work in an asymmetric and complex environment. 

Subsequently the need for change arose and the culture inside the IDF opened up and enabled 

innovation.  

In the Australian Army, military culture had already been opened up because of earlier gained 

experiences in East Timor. After further changes in Australia’s strategic environment the need for 

change was emphasized. Subsequently the Army revised its Future Land Operating Concept (FLOC) 

leading to the developed of Adaptive Campaigning. When Adaptive Campaigning was about to be 

published, Australia was already engaged in two complex missions, namely Afghanistan and Iraq. Even 

though still being a concept, Adaptive Campaigning was already utilized and well received in the 

operational theatre.  

These two cases describe how military culture can contribute in opening up for military change. In this 

way military culture shapes the context and set the condition wherein innovation can take place. 

The fourth question is, “Has culture influenced military innovation regarding the emulation of design?” 

The answering of this fourth question depends on three sub questions. The first one is, “Can culture 

be influenced through senior service officers?” Second, “Can culture be influenced by cross-national 

military culture?” Final and third, “Can culture be influenced by external shock?” All three cases; Israel, 

the U.S. and Australia confirm with this fourth question, however they do it in their own context. The 

sub questions will be addressed by providing answers from the cases. 

The first sub question is confirmed by all three cases. The Israeli case shows that culture can impact 

military innovation through senior service leaders reshaping culture which leads the organization 

towards innovation. The aftermath of the First Intifada provided initial ground for change. During the 

First Intifada particularly, mid-level and junior officers had experienced that the operational 

environment was changed. This resulted into an initiative to establish the Operational Theory Research 

Institute (OTRI), in order to develop operational art and educate IDF commanders in dealing with 

complexity. Support for this initiative arrived from three senior military officers, Major General Uzi 

Dayan, Major General Moshe Ya’alon and Major General Yitzhak Eitan. Also the U.S. case provides an 

example of senior service leaders reshaping culture. In this case the ‘agents of change’, were Lt. Gen. 

Mattis and Lt. Gen. Petraeus who have played an important role in shaping the military culture and by 

doing so creating the way for innovative thinking that was needed in order to deal with the Iraqi 

insurgency. Finally the Australian case also provides an example of a senior service leader reshaping 

culture. This example involves, Lt. Gen. Gillespie chief of the Australian Army, who launched the 

Adaptive Army Initiative to restructure the Army higher level command and control in order to provide 
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a better fit between the operations and structure of the Army in complex operations. These three 

cases provide examples of senior serviceman acting as ‘agents of change’ reshaping military culture. 

The U.S. and Australian case confirm the second sub question as well. In 2004 the U.S. was confronted 

with a growing insurgency in Iraq. In search for possible solutions the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine 

Command (TRADOC) visited OTRI in Israel to discuss about SOD. Soon after SOD made its debut into 

the U.S. Army, assisted by personnel from OTRI. Since SOD had potential for being used in the Iraq War 

TRADOC developed its own application of SOD. That same year SOD was also incorporated in the 

annual U.S. Army Unified Quest War-games for experimentation, where also the ABCA armies actively 

in participate.164 Australia, being one of the ABCA armies also provides an example in how cross-

national military culture can lead military organizations to emulate one another. In this particular case 

it concerns an individual, Australian reserve Lt. Col. David Kilcullen. He served in the Australian Army 

and was the author of the Future Land Operating Concept (FLOC) named ‘Complex Warfighting’. This 

document formed the foundation on which later Adaptive Campaigning was to be developed. After 

writing the FLOC, David Kilcullen moved to the U.S. were he introduced Australian concepts and 

supported the construct of the FM 3-24 Counterinsurgency. Thus these two cases show that cross-

national military culture can lead to the emulation of one another. In this case it was the U.S. emulating 

SOD and Australian concepts.  

Finally the third sub question, which is confirmed by Australia and the U.S. The Australian case 

illustrates how external shock can reshape culture and provide fertile ground for innovation. The 

terrorist attacks of; September 11, 2001 demonstrated that terrorism had become an aspect within 

the global strategic environment. However after the Bali Bombing of 2002 it became obvious that 

terrorism had become an enduring aspect but also that Australia itself had been identified as a target. 

This reshaped Australia’s military culture and changed how the Army viewed the world. Subsequently 

causing a change in Australia’s way of warfare, resulting in the development of Adaptive Campaigning. 

The U.S. case had its ‘shock’ not long after successfully defeating Saddam Hussein’s Army when the 

Iraqi insurgency emerged. The shock manifested itself through an uncontrolled growing insurgency. 

Whatever actions the U.S. executed the insurgency kept increasing. The shock to the U.S. was that 

proven and tested ways of warfare had ceased to work. Subsequently providing fertile ground for 

change. In short, the Australian and U.S. case provide examples of how culture can be influenced by 

external shock and subsequently providing ground for change which in these cases enabled military 

design. 

                                                             
164 For elucidation and more detail on ABCA see footnote 126. 
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In sum, the three sub questions are all confirmed by majority of these cases and substantiated with 

examples. All three answers correspond with the fact that culture is a causal factor in military 

innovation, it really does set the context for military innovation.  

Sub conclusion Military Culture 

The factor military culture is always present and capable of contributing to change by shaping the 

context. It can condition the interpretation of military concepts and ideas. In other words military 

culture can influence military innovation. In different examples the three cases illustrated, how senior 

service leaders can reshape culture. Or how cross-national military culture can lead military 

organizations to emulate one another, but also how external shocks can reshape culture and provide 

fertile ground for innovation. Furthermore culture can also oppose military change because of earlier 

acquired cultural beliefs and assumptions; such as trust in rational manoeuvre warfare. Only after 

experiencing such beliefs and assumptions have become obsolete, culture can open up after all. One 

can state that militaries normally preferring continuity and stability, rather than new strategies and 

doctrines. However the cases show that these armies did make significant changes.  

Organizational bureaucracy 

Military innovation often challenges vested interests and military changes that put these interests at 

risk are likely to encounter resistance. Thus the outcome of whether an innovation will be translated 

or not, depends largely on encountered organizational resistance. The amount of experienced 

resistance depends on the one hand for a great deal on military culture. On the other hand it depends 

on the organizational structure. Since military organizations resemble machine bureaucracies, they will 

try to eliminate all possible uncertainty and are not supportive to change. 

The fifth question is, “Has the organization tried to control the initiated change regarding the emulation 

of design?” Two cases, the U.S. and Australia confirm with this second question but Israel not. In Israel 

the process had developed without the organization trying to control the initiated change. 

In the U.S. case, the military organization tried to organize and control the initiated change and its 

impact. The by the U.S. case identified need for change was by the U.S. Army institutionalized, at the 

U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) and the School of Advanced Military Studies ( 

SAMS). The latter became responsible for translating the need for change into innovation. On the one 

hand institutionalization of change in this way caused an innovative concept to become linear and 

mechanistic. On the other hand the Army could be sure that knowledge was centred and a coherent 

change effort could be executed and surveyed.  

The Australian case, provides an example of how the organization controlled the initiated change. In 

Australia the change started with a new emerged strategic environment that was codified in the 
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Defence White Paper (and its update). These Defence White Papers had successively been translated 

in a Future Land Operating Concept which caused a change in how warfare was to be conducted.   

In both cases the military organizations tried to guide the change efforts and its impact. In the U.S. 

case the change was formalized in institutions and in the Australian case it occurred through the 

application of a process.  

The sixth question is, “Have actors within the organization reacted towards the initiated change 

regarding the emulation of design?” The Israeli and U.S. case confirm with this question but Australia 

remains unclear. In this research there is no sufficient evidence to elaborate on how the reactions 

within the Australian Army were other than the fact that the concept was quickly used in the 

operational arena and successively well received.  

The Israeli case, describes how in the aftermath of the 2nd Lebanon War. The Winograd report issued 

recommendations for systemic and deep changes in the modalities of thinking and acting, like the SOD 

doctrine. Naveh argued that the perceived failure of the SOD doctrine was primarily because of flawed 

integration, internal IDF jealousies and competing agenda’s - in short bureaucratic resistance to 

change.  

The U.S. case, describes an ongoing discourse regarding design. The discourse focusses on the level of 

emulation of design into traditional doctrine. The earliest versions of design, emulated from Israel, 

where holistic of nature. Overtime design had slowly been absorbed into regular doctrine and is 

currently known as Army Design Methodology. The process of absorbing into regular doctrine is very 

illustrative for military culture, since it reveals the military hands-on mentality, and as such showing 

‘military intellectual aversion’. 

In general, the amount of resistance depends on culture which is influenced by the necessity of change. 

The Israeli case shows that the identified need for change which was translated into SOD was quickly 

abandoned in the aftermath of the 2nd Lebanon War. In this specific case it was a return to the previous 

doctrine which had proven itself in earlier time. This example illustrates how strong and quickly 

resistance can manifest itself.  

Sub conclusion Organizational bureaucracy 

Change efforts are met with resistance, the amount encountered resistance largely depends on 

culture.  However when an organization initiates change, and tries to control the impact within the 

organization, change can be successfully translated into innovation. The Australian case provides an 

example where by following the process in a controlled way the identified need for change ended in 

successful innovation. In such a process it is important to control the impact of the change on the 
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behaviours and beliefs within the organization; in other words, culture. Because actors in the 

organization always react to change. Organizational bureaucracy is a continuous interaction between 

the organization initiating change and the actors reacting to it.  

Summarize  

The for this chapter relevant sub question is, “What answers do the innovative factors provide in 

explaining the emulation of design?” This question is addressed by analysing each of the six questions, 

depicted in the Innovation Framework165 and subsequently formulating sub conclusions per research 

factor. Each sub conclusion per factor provides an answer to the asked sub question. A summary per 

factor is provided in the text below. 

The first factor politics & strategy identifies threats in the international environment. All three cases, 

each in their own way, encountered threat and have subsequently identified the need for change. 

Furthermore the cases confirm that civil-military interaction enables the implementation of the need 

for change into the organization, with for each case a different interplay of the civil-military actors.  

In order to emulate the doctrinal concept of design, the second factor military culture had to be open 

for change. Military culture can on the one hand open up for change, based on the perceived threat 

and recognizing the need for change, like all three cases did. However on the other hand military 

culture can also oppose the need for change such as illustrated in the Israeli case (discontinuation of 

SOD). All three cases also showed that senior service leaders contributed in reshaping culture to assist 

the organization towards innovation. Next to this, the U.S. case provided a good example of cross-

national culture, illustrating the U.S. emulating Israeli SOD. Regarding shock, two cases, the U.S. and 

Australia provided evidence how this had reshaped culture and successively provided ground for the 

emulation of design.  

                                                             
165 See figure 9, Innovation Framework in chapter two. 

Factor Questions are all asked regarding the emulation of design:

The IDF The USA The ADF

1. Politics & strategy 1. Neorealist driven strategic necessity has been of influence? Yes Yes Yes

2. Civil-military relations appeared to be dominant? No Yes Yes

2. Military culture 3. Cultural standards have been of influence? Yes Unclear Yes

4. Culture has influenced military innovation? Yes Yes Yes

3. Organization bureaucracy 5. Has the organization tried to control the initiated change? No Yes Yes

6. Have actors within the organization reacted towards the initiated change? Yes Yes Unclear

The Cases

Figure 15. Summarized Innovation Framework 
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The third and final factor organizational bureaucracy proved to be very dependent on military culture. 

The Australian case showed that if culture opens up for change, little resistance will emerge. The 

Australian (like the U.S.) case also provided evidence that organizations can control the initiated 

change. However the Israeli case provides evidence that if military culture is not opened up (anymore) 

organizational resistance will manifest itself. This amount of this resistance can only be partially 

controlled by organizations.  

In sum the analysis show that the three identified factors are interdependent regarding the emulation 

of design. The interplay of these factors each in the context of its case provide explanation on the 

emulation of design.   

  

Figure 16. Innovation Framework and its interconnected relations 
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Chapter 5:  

Conclusion 

 

Introduction 
This research started arguing that the character of modern day conflict has evolved and that many 

opponents do not longer subscribe to traditional views of victory and defeat. In such contemporary 

environment traditional military decision making processes fall short in providing appropriate answers. 

However, military design provides a logical connection between understanding problem situations and 

developing adaptive approaches to meet objectives in face of the encountered complexity, while 

conducting full spectrum operations.  

Research questions 
The aim of this thesis is to answer the main question, “Why is design emulated by other armies?” 

Three cases, Israel, the United States and Australia have been identified because they have successfully 

emulated design into their armies. These design cases have been the locus on which military 

innovation, the focus of this research, has taken place.  In order to answer the main question three sub 

questions have been formulated.  

The first sub question, ”What factors regarding emulation do military innovation theories provide?” Is 

answered in the second chapter, after research in the field of military innovation three factors have 

been identified. The three factors were, strategy & politics, military culture and organizational 

bureaucracy. These factors have been operationalised and orchestrated into an ‘Innovation 

Framework’.166  

The second sub question, “How has design come to the point that it addresses the problems of 

contemporary conflict?” Has been addressed in the third chapter, after a descriptive inquiry 

concerning the three identified cases. The results have been summarized in a ‘Case comparison’ as is 

depicted in the end of this chapter.167   

The third sub question asked was, “What answers do the innovative factors provide in explaining the 

emulation of design?” Is addressed in the fourth chapter of this research by executing an analytical 

inquiry. This inquiry involved the three cases as subject on which the constructed Innovation 

Framework has been applied.  

                                                             
166 See figure 9, Innovation framework in chapter two 
167 See figure 14, Case comparison in chapter three 
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The figure below provides context and illustrates, when, which case, in relation to what conflicts have 

emulated design. This will substantiate answering the main question. 

The main question, “Why is design emulated by other armies?”168 The answer to this question lies 

partially hidden within the third sub question. Since it is the analysis where all parts of this research 

have come together the majority of data is derived from the fourth chapter. In answering the main 

question four reasons have been identified that provide impetus on why design has been emulated by 

other armies. 

First, all three cases have encountered new challenges originating from change in their strategic 

environments and opponents. Traditional doctrines, and ways of thinking have proven to be 

                                                             
168 The ‘other armies’, mentioned in the main question refer to the armies of Israel, the United States, and 
Australia. These armies represent the three cases of this research. 
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1986 Return of operational art with FM 100-5

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992 Naveh on lack of knowledge on operation art

1993

1994

1995 Establishment of OTRI 

1996

Naveh publishes book 'Military Excellence';

operational art is more than just a process

1998

1999 Execution INTERFET (Timor)

2000 IDF adopted SOD Execution UNTAET (Timor)

2001 Execution Operation Enduring Freedom Execution Operation Enduring Freedom

2002 SOD applied in Balata,  2nd Intifada Execution UNMISET (Timor) & Bali bombing

2003 Execution Operation Iraqi Freedom Execution Operation Iraqi Freedom

2004 Insurgency encountered in Falluja (Iraq) Complex Warfighting published

SAMS experiments with SOD icw OTRI

US Army unified Quest for ABCA armies

SOD applied in 2nd Lebanon War Extreme sectarian violence Iraq

After Winograd, SOD rebuked & OTRI closed US emulate design into FM 3-24

SAMS ordered to develop Design from SOD

US (led) surge in Iraq

SAMS art of Design v 1.0 published

TRADOC pamphlet on design published

FM 5-0 Design published

SAMS art of Design v 2.0 published

2011

2012 ARDP 5-0 published, Design becomes ADM

2013 End of major operations in Afghanistan

2014 Design thinking pursued again in new form US ATP 5.01 ADM (draft) published

1997

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Adaptive Campaigning v 1.0

End of operations in Iraq

Adaptive Campaigning v 2.0US (concept) FM on Design published

Figure 17. Timeline regarding emulation of Design. 
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inadequate in delivering the appropriate results. The changed environments and failure in providing 

effective responses resulted in threats which in turn provided input for military change.  

Secondly, in two of the three cases lack of knowledge regarding operational art, being inherent part of 

warfare, has been identified. With the emulation of design this gab is partially bridged. Design intends 

to address complexity by executing operational art in order to create a broad strategy to one’s own 

context. By formulating such strategy in this context, appropriate and adequate operations, within the 

full spectrum of operations can be executed. In sum, design is an application of operational art in 

certain context. 

The third reason is related to cross-national military culture. The three cases have solid relations based 

on similarity within military culture. Such relationship enabled swift and smooth emulation of SOD 

from Israel to the U.S. The same is also applicable for the relationship between the U.S. and Australia. 

Furthermore both are also participants of the ‘ABCA armies program’ for already many years which 

contributes to an enlarged interoperability.  

Fourth and final reason is that senior military officers, often act as ‘agents of change’ and shape military 

culture to lead their Army towards innovation. The cases have provided evidence that this occurred in 

all three cases of armies that have emulated design. Which in turn emphasizes the importance and 

presence of civil-military interaction. The interplay between politicians, policymakers and senior-

military officers provided impetus to the implementation of design in each case depending on its own 

context.  

Issues for further research 
A valuable subject for further research could be, “operational warfare”. Design only offers part of the 

solution. Operational warfare could offer another valuable contribution. Currently this level of warfare 

is still surrounded by ignorance, while it combines the unique qualities and characteristics of the 

strategic and tactical levels. Unfortunately the current operational field is solely ‘limited’ to warfare. A 

broader application of its cognitive tools, also known as operational art, might formulate much needed 

answers within the contemporary environment.  
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